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On 15 December 2020 the Fiji Meteorological Service issued an alert for tropical cyclone Yasa,
which struck the archipelago over the next few days. The most severe damage occurred on the
island of Vanua Levu, which is the northern of the two larger islands in Fiji.
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The Society is present on Vanua Levu through the Northern Regional Council of Fiji, which is led
by Br Semesa Vilise, the Regional Council President. The initial reports of damage were disturbing
and the local Conferences immediately rose to the challenge. This report contains the information
from the reports provided by Br Semesa to the Oceania Team and to the National Council of Fiji.
This is a story of natural disaster and Vincentians who are themselves in the middle of the disaster
using their own resources to care for those in desperate need. With the support of their Fijian
Vincentian community and from the Society’s Committee for International Aid and Development a
valuable contribution was made to restoring the lives of the affected people.
On 18 December Br Semesa sent the following response to inquiries about the situation:
Thank you for all the prayers and thoughts.
Movements in Labasa just opening up slowly and relevant authorities trying their level best to
restore power, water and roads. The main Labasa town is closed while people are trying to get
their pieces together.
We only managed to drive a couple of kilometres within Labasa area and we could already
sense the devastation on homes and farms in the interior of Bua and Savusavu. Farms
completely destroyed and some homes with damaged roofing can be seen from the main
road. The wind strength was just too much of an experience after a very long time that lasted
over four long hours last night.
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The weather has cleared up now however evacuation centres still crowded with suffering
families and repairs already underway to fix damaged household homes.
On 19 December 2020 the Oceania team requested a €3,000 grant from CIAD to suport local
Conferences with emergency relief. This was granted on 21 December 2020.
Br Semesa was supported by the National Council of Fiji, who helped with the supply of tarpaulins
for the victims’ temporary shelter while they try to rebuild which will take some time, and funds to
buy 40 litre drums for drinking water storage.
Other Conferences in Fiji assisted with 44 bags of second hand clothes, household items and
financial support.
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What follows is compiled from Br Semesa’s reports as events unfolded.
23 December:
Arrangements been made for us to meet in Savusavu with representatives from Kubulau
Conference tomorrow.
FIRST PHASE
Based on our recent survey and with the available funds coming in we intend to prepare food
rations/tarpaulins and have them delivered to those desperate families in Kubulau on
Christmas eve.
Our current target is 60 families and more to be distributed on our second Phase.
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More updates on distribution of rations tomorrow.
29 December
First and foremost a big 'Vinaka vakalevu' to all Society members across Fiji and the Pacific.
Its been a touching Christmas for the Northern Region going through an emotional experience
mingling with the suffering families and going through the tough times of gathering basic
necessities to move on with life. The little we could provide was so much for some when they
were able to have a decent meal for Christmas. Having delivered food rations as our First
Phase on Christmas eve was a success due to slow distributions of Hurricane assistance from
the Government and NGOs to most of the villages in Kubulau and Wailevu West area.
Our small Team was able to travel to Savusavu and have the rations loaded to hired Trucks to
reach out to those affected areas and I was fortunate enough to experience a night with
affected families in Dawara and Christmas with another affected family in Valeni village.
Dawara was one of the most affected due to destructive winds and flooding. I was able to
gather more information on the immediate needs and managed to come up with the Second
Phase of assisting in building temporary shelter to those that completely lost their homes. We
were also able to establish that some villages and homes had tarpaulins and tents delivered
on the same day.

Prepared Ration Packs and Fuel and Roofing

SECOND PHASE - Saturday 26th December, 2020
After consultations with the village heads and family members we decided:
1. Purchase 64 x corrugated roofing iron to 6 x families that complete lost their homes.
2. 10 x 20 Litres of premix chainsaw fuel
3. Hired another truck for delivery of materials
The chainsaw fuel will assist families to rip fallen native-hardwood trees for building of their
temporary homes until the National Disaster Team arrives.

Expenses:
We have spent $4,620.00 so far and an account still pending with the Hardware that need to
be cleared once all building materials are supplied.
Proper details will follow once all the Hurricane assistance is over.
Feedback from Families:
Interviews with most families revealed that their family savings and cash crops have been
completely depleted and their next worry is how to get their children back to school in the new
school year.
THIRD PHASE
Planning to deliver donated second hand clothing to suffering families tomorrow 29th
December 2020.
FOURTH PHASE
Recommend that available funding to assist suffering families with school stationery for the
new school year.
Please convey sincere gratitude from suffering families to the Society worldwide.

Fijian Vincentians Delivering Emergency Aid
14 January
Just picked up 5 x cartons of new clothes and a carton women's sanitary packs. We managed
to load the Napuka share of clothes and sanitary packs on the Napuka School Truck run
accompanied by our volunteer Br Dan.

Labasa is currently facing shortage of needed roofing iron however supply should be normal
by mid-next week. Identified 4 x damaged homes within Labasa and 1 x in Nasarawaqa that
will need roofing repairs. Teams have been tasked for each project that we intend to complete
by before month.
Received item have been distributed to the desperate families and 24 x bags of second hand
clothes awaiting delivery to Napuka and Macuata coastal areas. I have been informed of more
clothes coming in from Nadi with needed medical kits for remote villages.

Vincentians Providing Assistance
Planned visit to Macuata coastal areas have been suspended due to Typhoid outbreak and
arrangements already ongoing to extend our assistance supply to the Island of Mali [3 villages]
that were badly affected.
Purchase of building materials for reconstruction of damaged homes will now continue after
receipt of needed Grant from Oceania Team
We are currently busy trying to accommodate children stationery needs after the Government/
NGO assistance of 6000 students' slots have been exhausted.
We shall provide further updates on our ongoing mission for the Society here in the Northern
Region.
Our Team was busy trying to sort garments that were later distributed with school stationeries
to those that needed them.
We also helped out with some students who were turned away from the Ministry of Education
Govt Assistance by providing them with school necessities such as bags, exercise books,
pens and pencils. Deliveries of assorted garments and school items were made to Cyclone
affected families within Labasa area.

29 January 2021
Fiji is once again going through heavy flooding and another possible cyclone forming 700km
North West of Nadi. Our Team managed to restore another family home yesterday which was
covered with tarpaulin in the midst of rain and strong wind.
15 x cartons of secondhand clothing arrived from Nadi yesterday. Thank you Sr for making
arrangements with our Australian Team which mainly consists of young children garments and
toys. Plans in place to visit the Labasa Hospital where young mothers can be assisted for new
born baby's needs.
We initially identify 20 x affected family homes that were either partially covered with Red
Cross tarpaulin or completely destroyed during our assessment and so far, attended to 19
cases to date. More than 30 requests for home repairs came up which was later assessed

and prioritised based on affected families with children and single mothers. Decisions were
also made according to the available resources and funding. A request for chainsaw and
ripping of fallen pine trees approval was lodged to the relevant authorities to assist for home
repairs.

Conclusion
The Society reaches out to those in need anywhere around the world. Fiji is a beautiful country far
from most of the world but where the need is genuine and the Vincentians are deeply committed to
the work of the Society. Through the support of CIAD a real difference is made to those in the
greatest need.

